About the Junior Services

Just as with the senior Services, Junior Services mark important moments in the life of a Junior member of The Order. These are sacred moments often shared with family and friends and always with our sisters in The Order. Be mindful that other girls may be drawn to The Order by witnessing these services.

The major Services for Junior Daughters are the Preparation (Candlelight), Institution, Admission and Transition. If the Junior Chapter would like to install officers or a Junior Chaplain they may use the senior Service and adjust the language by adding “Junior’ in front of chapter.

When planning any of the Services consult with the clergy to determine the appropriate time and place to have it. Most Services occur during the celebration of the Eucharist and all participants should stand where directed by the clergy.

It is very important that the clergy, candidates and members are familiar with the service and their role in it, so make sure a copy is available for everyone. Each Service can be found in this booklet or downloaded from the National website at www.doknational.org, under Resources. Further, combination services such as a combination Institution and Admission Service can be found on the National website.

May the presence of the Holy Spirit be felt by all who participate in our sacred Services.

For His Sake

* * *